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POINT AT INFINITY

NIEL SHELL

We adjoin a point at infinity to a field with a ring topology and extend the topology
by taking complements of bounded sets as neighbourhoods of infinity. We note some
elementary relations between the topology on the field and the topology on the field with
infinity adjoined.

Let r be a Hausdorff ring topology on a (commutative) field K, and let Koo =
K U {oo} , where oo is any element not in K . We let

r(oo) = T U {KOO \ B : B is T-closed and bounded}.

We denote by A* the nonzero elements of a subset A of Koo . We extend the algebraic
operations by defining 0"1 = oo, oo-1 = 0, and a • oo = oo • a = oo for a £ (Koo)* .

Certainly, r(oo) is a topology inducing T on K (see [4]), and a subset of Koo
is a neighbourhood of oo if and only if its complement is a r-bounded subset of K.
(Koo, r(oo)) is Hausdorff if and only if (K, r) is locally bounded; and (Koo, T(°°)) ls

a compact Hausdorff if and only if (K, T) is a locally compact Hausdorff space. For
locally compact fields (Koo, r(°°)) is the one-point compactification of K.

Let Af and B denote the neighbourhood filter at zero in K^ and the collection
of bounded subsets of K, respectively. We define the maps I and C from the power
set of Koo to itself:

I : ^ ^ ^ - 1 C: E>->Koo\E.

Then I and C are self-inverse bijections that commute with each other. Also CAf and
CB are the collection of sets bounded away from zero and the neighbourhood filter at
infinity, respectively.

LEMMA. In a field with a Hausdorff ring topology, the inverse of a bounded set is
bounded away from zero [3, p. 1129].

That is, in the adjunction of infinity to any field with a Hausdorff ring topology,
inversion is continuous at zero.

PROOF: The conclusions of the first and second statements of the lemma are equiv-
alent, because both are equivalent to the containment ICB d M. H
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Considering the lemma, one might think that inversion is continuous at infinity in
any field topology. However, this is not true, as the theorem below indicates. Recall that
a field is said to be of type V (locally retrobounded) if the inverse of a set bounded away
from zero is bounded, and that type V fields are important because type V fields are
exactly those whose topologies are induced by valuations ([2], see also [5]). Kaplansky
[1] (see also [6, pp. 80-81]) observed that conditions (3) and (4) in the statement of
the theorem below are each equivalent to being type V.

THEOREM. Let r be a Hausdorff ring topology on a field K . The following state-

ments are equivalent:

(1) T is of type V;
(2) inversion is continuous at infinity;
(3) if A and B are subsets of K which are bounded away from zero, then

AB is bounded away from zero;

(4) for each neighbourhood U of zero there exists a neighbourhood V of zero
such that x, y G K \U implies xy £ K\V;

(5) (K, T) is locally bounded and, for each bounded neighbourhood V of
zero, there exists a bounded neighbourhood U of zero such that x,y 6
K\U implies xy£K\V;

(6) (K, T) is locally bounded and multiplication on [(Kco)*]2 is continuous

at (oo, oo).

PROOF: (1) and (2) are equivalent: Statement (1) is ICV C B, and statement
(2) is I - W C C B .

It was already noted that statements (1), (3) and (4) are equivalent.

(5) is equivalent to (6): For locally bounded topologies the complements in K^

of bounded neighbourhoods of zero form a neighbourhood base at infinity. The second
condition in*(5), namely, that, given a bounded neighbourhood V of zero, there exists
a bounded neighbourhood U of zero such that

(CU)(CU) C (CV)

is exactly the statement of continuity phrased in terms of the base at infinity described

above.

(6) implies (4): Suppose (6) holds and a neighbourhood U of zero in K is given.

Let W be any bounded neighbourhood of zero in K . The continuity of multiplication

implies the existence of a bounded subset B of K such that (CB)(CB) C CW. If
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x € K* and xB C U, then we may satisfy condition (4) by letting V = x2W:

) ) C (CB){CB) C CW;

(xCx-1U)(xCx~1U) C C(x2W);

(CU){CU)QC(x2W).

(1) and (4) imply (5): From (1) we see ([2, Theorem 8]) that (K, T) is locally
bounded. Let U be any bounded neighbourhood of zero. Choose a neighbourhood
W of zero such that (CU)(CU) C CW. Suppose a bounded neighbourhood V of
zero is given. Choose neighbourhoods W^ and W2 of zero such that W{V C W and
W2W2 C Wi. Then x2V CW for each a; G W2* . For such x,

1 ^ ) C Cx~2W C CF.

In (5) the requirement that V be bounded cannot be omitted, since there clearly
is no solution U if V = K and r is not discrete. Nor can we omit the requirement
that U be bounded, since clearly U = K is a solution for any neighbourhood V in any
ring topology on K. Finally, the requirement that the field be locally bounded cannot
be omitted from (5), since this modification of statement (5) would then vacuously be
true in any field that is not locally bounded.

Intuitively, (2) in the theorem indicates that a field is type V if and only if the
inverse of a big element is small, and (6) indicates that a locally bounded field is type
V if and only if a product of large elements is large.
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